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wELCOME TO THE 
21ST CORK FRENCH FILM FESTIVAL
UNdER THE pATRONAgE OF FRédéRIC MITTERANd, FRENCH MINISTER FOR CULTURE

Our Cork French Film Festival lights up the screen 
for its 21st edition with captivating films you do not 
want to miss, packed with delights and discoveries.

Fuelled by the imagination of artists, the Cork French 
Film Festival has a passionate belief in the power of 
film to unite cultures and generations. Once again 
we are indebted to our curator Paul CALLANAN’s 
exceptional capacity for exploring the best of 
French cinema. He has prepared an exciting week-
long programme that reveals the unpredictable 
vitality of the 7th Art, bringing you a selection of 
superb screenings, cine-concerts, educational 
programmes, master-classes, conferences, speakers 
and competitions.

We are pleased to welcome to our 21st Cork 
French Film Festival our guest star this year, the 
famed French actor Christophe LAMBERT, best 
known in these parts for his role as the Highlander. 
He will present his latest film Cartagena and the 
iconic 80’s classic Subway, by Luc Besson. We are 

equally pleased to welcome the celebrated French 
screenwriter Guillaume LAURANT (Amélie), the 
fascinating traditional Irish Fiddle player Caoimhín 
Ó’ RAGHALLAIGH and Marc COLLIN of French band 
Nouvelle Vague. We also celebrate the fascinating 
New Wave period of French cinema in the presence 
of New Wave actor Pierre-Henri DELEAU, founder of 
Director’s Fortnight, Cannes.

We would like to express our deep gratitude to the 
Arts Council, French Embassy, Cork City Council, our 
main sponsor Bord Gáis, all other sponsors, venues, 
volunteers and all who have helped to make this 
festival happen. Most of all, a sincere thanks to  you, 
our loyal public, for supporting the Cork French Film 
Festival over 21 years!

Nous vous remercions amis cinéphiles qui chaque 
année nous renouvelez votre confiance!

Nora CALLANAN, Festival Director
Hélène DUQUIN, Festival Manager

Paul CALLANAN, 
Festival Curator Nora CALLANAN, 

Festival Director

Vytenė LAUČYTĖ, 
Festival Coordinator

Hélène DUQUIN, 
Festival Manager 
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INFORMATION :
Festival Office – Alliance Française de Cork
Phone : 021 4310677
www.corkfrenchfilmfestival.com

gATE CINEMA
The Gate Cinema is located on North Main street
Box Office: 021 4279595
www.corkcinemas.com 
Evening tickets (after 6pm) €9/€8 ‘conc’
Daytime screenings (before 6pm) €6/€5.5 ‘conc’
Festival membership included in the ticket

THE pAVILLION
The Pavillion is located in Huguenot Quarter, off Patrick street
Advance bookings at the Pavillion or  
www.tickets.ie (subject to booking fee)

ST. FIN BARRE’S CATHEdRAL
St Fin Barre’s Cathedral is located on Bishop street, Cork 
Box office at Cathedral shop or phone: 021 496 3387 
also Pro Musica on Oliver Plunkett Street: 021 4271659

BALLyMALOE RESTAURANT & THE gRAIN STORE 
AT BALLyMALOE
Located at Shanagarry, Co.Cork
Bookings: Tel. 021 4652531 or res@ballymaloe.ie 

All venues: telephone/credit card bookings will be subject to 
handling charge
Concessions available to senior citizens, students and unwaged
All venues have disabled access to all public areas 

SCHOOL SCREENINgS
gate Cinema
The Class - Entre les murs
Wednesday 3rd March at 11am and 2pm
For education pack contact Festival office: 021 4310677  
For all group bookings in the Gate contact: Tel. : 021 4279890,  
e-mail: corkcinemas@eircom.net fax: 021 4279891. 
All bookings must be confirmed in writing by email, with contact 
details attached. 

CORK OpERA HOUSE
Home 
Friday 5th March 2009 at 11am and 1.30pm 
Education packs available on festival website 
www.corkfrenchfilmfestival.com
For all group bookings in the Opera House contact Opera House: 
Tel:  021 427 0022
Free ticketed screening

EARLy BOOKINg RECOMMENdEd 

BOOKINgS / ENQUIRIES
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OpENINg FILM
Sun 28th - 7.00pm / gATE / IRISH PREMIERE

France 2009 120min 
Director: alain monne 
cast: sophie marceau, christophe lambert 
language: French with english subtitles

FEATURES

CARTAgENA l’ HOMME dE CHEVET

Alain Monne makes his directorial début with a 
touching drama starring real life couple Sophie 
Marceau and Christophe Lambert.
 
Marceau plays Muriel, a beautiful, rich French 
woman who has been confined to bed since a 
paralyzing accident in Colombia put an end to 
her engagement to a French diplomat there. She 
refuses to return to her homeland. Angry and sharp-
tongued she has been through at least 40 carers 
but somehow ex-boxer Leo (Lambert) catches her 
eye in an interview. Leo has no experience as a 
carer, but he stands up to Muriel’s abuse and soon 
the couple form a close friendship.
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Cork French Film Festival is delighted to welcome 
actor Christophe Lambert to present the screening.



CLOSINg FILM
Sun 7th - 6.30pm / gATE

France 2009 149min  
Director: Jacques auDiarD 
cast: tahar rahim, niels arestrup, abDel bencheriF 
language: French with english subtitles

A pROpHET UN PROPHèTE

The winner of the 2009 Cannes Film Festival Grand 
prix and it’s a classic.
 
Newcomer Rahim is outstanding as a wayward 
Moroccan youth Malik El Djebena, who enters the 
French prison system at the age of 19, unable to 
read or write. He is soon taken under the wing of 
Cesar Luciani (Arestrup), feared kingpin of the 
prison’s reigning Corsican gang. The need to survive 
leads Malik on a path of self-improvement but it is an 
education that leads him to the top of the criminal 
hierarchy. This is exciting and enthralling filmmaking 
at its very best.

Best Film – London Film Festival 2009
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SUBwAy + Q&A 
Mon 1st - 7.00pm / gATE

LOURdES 
Tue 2nd - 7.00pm / gATE

France 1985 104min 
Director: luc besson 
cast: christophe lambert, isabelle aDJani, Jean reno 
language: French with english subtitles

austria/France/germany 2009 99min 
Director: Jessica hausner 
cast: sylvie testuD, léa seyDoux 
language: French with english subtitles

Luc Besson’s (The Fifth Element, Leon) ultra cool 
and stylish 80’s classic starring Christophe Lambert.
 
Lambert plays a hipster thief who falls in love with 
the bored and beautiful wife of the millionaire he 
just robbed. She wants her stolen papers back and 
he wants her heart. With gangsters and Metro police 
on their trail, the two seek refuge in the labyrinth 
beneath the subway, and team up with the strange 
characters, including Jean Reno (Leon), who inhabit 
this subterranean world. The result is a hilarious, 
rocking adventure that never slows down. 

pLUS Q&A wITH ACTOR CHRISTOpHE LAMBERT.

Sylvie Testud brings her character to vivid life in 
Hausner’s nuanced story of redemption.
 
Christine (Sylvie Testud) has been in a wheelchair for most 
of her life, and suffers a sense of isolation. Desperately 
wanting to take part in the world around her, she acts 
pious so she can be taken on an organised church tour 
to Lourdes. Sceptic though she is, Christine, like so many 
others, is hoping for a miraculous cure at the iconic site of 
pilgrimage. Christine’s pilgrimage to Lourdes is perplexing 
and wonderful in its misguided search. She will discover 
that the most important part of the journey is to believe 
in something, whether basic human kindness or divine 
intervention.

Critics Award –Venice 2009
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FRANCE 2005 133MIN  
dIRECTOR: JEAN-PIERRE JEUNET 
SCREENPlAY: JEAN-PIERRE JEUNET & GUIllAUME lAURANT 
CAST: AUdREY TAUTOU, TICKY HOlGAdO, GASPARd 
UllIEl, dOMINIQUE PINON 
lANGUAGE: FRENCH wITH ENGlISH SUBTITlES

FRANCE 2009 110MIN 
dIRECTOR: MIA HANSEN-lOVE 
CAST: CHIARA CASEllI, lOUIS-dO dE lENCQUESAING, 
AlICE dE lENCQUESAING 
lANGUAGE: FRENCH wITH ENGlISH SUBTITlES

Jean-pierre Jeunet (Delicatessen, Amélie) balances 
style and substance with this visually stunning parable 
of love lost in the aftermath of world war I. 
 
Set in France near the end of World War I, five French soldiers 
are tossed into no man’s land for mutilating themselves in 
the hope of escaping the nightmare of the trenches and 
returning home. But Mathilde (Audrey Tautou) is certain her 
lover, Manech (Gaspard Ulliel), is still alive - a prisoner of 
the Germans perhaps, or hiding from the French authorities. 
With the help of a notorious private detective (Ticky 
Holgado), Mathilde sets out to find her lost lover. Deft 
storytelling skill together with Jeunet’s unique visual style 
and dark humour catapult us through this kinetic love story. 

 
pLUS Q&A wITH SCREENwRITER gUILLAUME LAURANT.

Superb drama from upcoming French talent Mia Hansen 
Løve: a family’s life is turned upside down when the 
father, a hustling film producer, faces crisis.
 
Grégoire Canvel has everything a man could want, a 
wife he loves, three delightful children and a stimulating 
job. He is a film producer and developing films that are 
free and true to life is precisely his reason for living. 
With his exceptional charisma, Grégoire commands 
admiration yet his prestigious production company is 
on its last legs. Too many productions, too many risks 
and too many debts. Storm clouds are gathering but 
Grégoire plows on at all costs. He is overwhelmed 
by fatigue which soon, secretly, turns into despair. 
Where will his blind obstinacy lead him?

Special Jury Prize, Cannes 2009

THE FATHER OF My CHILdREN 
Thur 4th - 7.00pm / gATE

A VERy LONg ENgAgEMENT + Q&A  
Wed 3rd - 6.30pm / gATE
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MASQUERAdES  
Fri 5th - 7.00pm / gATE / IRISH PREMIERE

I KILLEd My MOTHER  
Sat 6th - 7.00pm / gATE / IRISH PREMIERE

AlGERIA/FRANCE 2008 | 90 MIN  
dIRECTOR: lYES SAlEM 
CAST: lYES SAlEM, SARAH REGUIEG, MOHAMEd BOUCHAïB 
lANGUAGE: ARABIC wITH ENGlISH SUBTITlES

CANAdA 2009 100MIN 
dIRECTOR: XAVIER dOlAN 
CAST: ANNE dORVAl, XAVIER dOlAN, SUzANNE CléMENT 
lANGUAGE: FRENCH wITH ENGlISH SUBTITlES

This warm character-driven comedy is a hilarious 
tale of honour and love in a remote Berber village. 
 
Comedian, scriptwriter and director Lyes Salem plays 
tracksuited, moustached Mounir Mekbek, who is down 
on his luck, ridiculed by his neighbours, and saddled 
with a narcoleptic sister. After a night on the town, he 
announces her impending marriage to a rich European 
business mogul. All he wanted was a little respect and 
admiration from the neighbours but he gets way more 
than he bargained for. As the story swells, Mounir and 
his family cannot help but get swept up in the adulation 
and praise. With the wedding fast approaching they 
find themselves in a tangled mess of jealousy and 
hysteria.

With his first feature, Xavier Dolan has delivered 
the most talked-about directorial debuts of 2009. 
 
Hubert Minel does not love his mother. He bickers 
constantly with her about anything and everything, 
from the trivial to the profound. He is repulsed by 
her tacky sweaters, kitsch decorations and the 
breadcrumbs that get stuck on the corner of her lips 
when she munches. Their arguments are alternately 
hilarious and horrifying, reflecting a truth about 
human relationships that any viewer can recognise. 
Their fights escalate until mom hatches a toxic plan: 
Hubert will be shipped off to boarding school. 
Combining assured writing, a confident directorial 
style and an acute sense of the comic, Dolan’s 
arrival on the big screen is an achievement that 
cannot be ignored.
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France 2009 90min 
Directors: yannick Dahan, benJamin rocher 
cast: eriq ebouane, Jo prestia, aurélien recoing 
language: French with english subtitles

LATE NIgHT HORROR SHOw

LA HORdE
Fri 5th - 11.30pm / gATE

An end of days battle between crooked cops, 
malevolent gangsters and a horde of walking dead.
 
On the outskirts of Paris, four corrupt cops go on a 
rampage to avenge the murder of one of their own 
by a group of ruthless gangsters who are holed up in 
a deserted high-rise. Trapped on the top floor, these 
two opposing gangs find that they are not alone in 
the condemned building. Running to the roof, they 
discover the city in flames and the streets filled with 
a horde of walking dead. Joining forces to survive, 
they must reach ground level together or perish. But 
the greatest threat lies elsewhere…
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RETROSpECTIVE

NEw wAVE / 
LA NOUVELLE VAgUE

Truffaut and Godard 
were friends and 
comrades, self-educated 
film fanatics and critics who 
in 1960 were beginning to make 
good on their shared dream of 
becoming filmmakers. They had virtually 
the same taste, same politics and seemingly 
the same ambitions. Truffaut’s The 400 Blows 
was such a success that Godard was able to 
get funding for his own debut feature, Breathless, by 
having Truffaut pretend that he had written the script.  

 
400 Blows was an intimate semi-autobiographical story 

about Truffaut’s own childhood. The direction is skillful, 
humanistic and borrows from documentary. By contrast 

Godard’s Breathless is a grab bag of movie references 
and tricks made without a script - the spontaneity of his 

method resulted in a film that was close to a feeling like 
jazz. 

 
The two filmmakers liberated cinema and achieved fame 

as the twin pillars of the French New Wave, but they were 
fated to take wildly different paths and gradually drifted 

apart, both in their aesthetic aims and their personal 
relationship. Both, however, made some of the most 

groundbreaking films ever made and their contribution to 
the art of film cannot be underestimated. 

 
The contrasting styles of François Truffaut 

and Jean-Luc Godard are explored in this 
retrospective of New Wave Cinema. 



400 BLOwS/LES QUATRE CENTS COUPS
Thur 4th - 4.00pm / gATE

Truffaut’s superb feature debut remains an influential 
landmark in the history of the cinema.
 
Antoine Doinel (Jean-Pierre Léaud), a 13-year-
old is constantly in trouble - justifiably or otherwise 
- with his parents and teachers. Drifting into truancy 
and petty theft, he soon finds himself at odds with 
still less sympathetic figures of adult authority. Shot 
on the streets of Paris, the film exudes an emotional 
authenticity born of the semi-autobiographical 
story, and displays real compassion as it charts 
a seemingly unstoppable progress towards 
delinquency. Great credit goes to Léaud, whose 
engaging but entirely uningratiating performance 
is a miracle of naturalism, but Truffaut was also wise 
in availing himself of many talents, on both sides 
of the camera, who would prove crucial to the 
development of the Nouvelle Vague. Marvellous stuff. 
 
Introduction by Pierre-Henri Deleau - Cannes Film 
Festival

1959 99mins black & white 
Director: François truFFaut  
cast: Jean-pierre léauD, claire maurier, albert remy

BREATHLESS/À BOUT DE SOUFFLE
Fri 5th - 4.00pm / gATE

Godard’s archetypal New Wave film - all you 
need is a girl and a gun.
 
Godard’s first feature and the film that (perhaps 
misleadingly) came to define the novelty of the New 
Wave. Petty crook and poseur Michel Poiccard kills 
a traffic cop and goes on the run. He takes refuge 
with American paper-seller and aspirant journalist 
Patricia. Godard’s elliptical story-telling and the 
hero’s seeming amorality were equally puzzling - even 
shocking - to audiences at the time. Now it is a classic. 
 
Introduction by Tony Tracy - Huston Film School

1960 90min black & white 
Director: Jean-luc goDarD 
cast: Jean-paul belmonDo, Jean seberg
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JULES & JIM
Sat 6th - 4.00pm / gATE

Few films capture life’s bittersweet rush and tumble 
so completely, so profoundly as Jules et Jim. 
 
Hailed as one of the finest films ever made, legendary 
director François Truffaut’s early masterpiece Jules  
& Jim charts the relationship between two friends 
and the object of their mutual obsession over the 
course of twenty-five years. Jeanne Moreau stars 
as Catherine, the alluring and willful young woman 
whose enigmatic smile and passionate nature lure 
Jules (Oskar Werner) and Jim (Henri Serre) into one 
of cinema’s most captivating romantic triangles. An 
exuberant and poignant meditation on freedom, 
loyalty, and the fortitude of love, Jules & Jim was 
a worldwide smash upon its release in 1962 and 
remains as audacious and entrancing today. 
 
Introduced by Prof. Grace Neville – UCC

1962 104min black & white 
Director: François truFFaut 
cast: Jeanne moreau, oskar werner, henri serre

pIERROT LE FOU
Sun 7th - 4.00pm / gATE

Godard called it the story of the ‘last romantic 
couple’, but it was also his spectacular farewell 
to the style and spirit of the Nouvelle Vague.
 
On impulse, Ferdinand abandons his wife and child 
to take off with Marianne, an old flame, on a crazy 
and eventually tragic adventure, involving fast cars, 
mysterious gangsters and a Mediterranean idyll that 
turns sour. This is a truly romantic film, but one which, 
in the best romantic tradition, is also deeply self-
aware and at times quite tongue-in-cheek. Homage 
to the American genre movie (Samuel Fuller puts in 
a personal appearance) is undercut by references 
to the war in Vietnam, which were to become 
Increasingly virulent in Godard’s next few films. 
Gorgeous colour, and a great climax to the first (and 
still best-loved) phase of Godard’s filmmaking career.
 
Introduced by Dr. Paul Hegarty - UCC

1966 110min colour  
Director: Jean-luc goDarD 
cast: Jean-paul belmonDo, anna karina
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dOCUMENTARIES

France 2009 94min 

Directors: ruxanDra meDrea, serge bromberg 

language: French with english subtitles 

HENRI-gEORgES CLOUzOT’S INFERNO
Mon 1st - 4.00pm / gATE

How one of France’s great directors nearly made 
a visionary masterpiece: a revealing documentary 
about a legendary catastrophe of French cinema.
 
In 1964, legendary French director Henri-Georges 
Clouzot (Les Diaboliques, The Wages of Fear) 
started work on a much-cherished project, Inferno, 
a tale of jealousy starring Romy Schneider. 
Influenced by 60’s pop art Clouzot intended to 
take the visual and psychological language of 
film in unprecedented new directions. Clouzot 
amassed an extraordinary set of test material, 
creating a dazzling array of proto-psychedelic 
images of Schneider as demonic dream temptress. 
Location shooting began, with Clouzot granted 
an unlimited budget, but all the planning that the 

perfectionist director had put into his Kubrick-like 
project started to unravel on set, with catastrophic 
results. Now directors Bromberg and Medrea have 
pieced together the remains of Clouzot’s material – 
rushes, test shots and location imagery – and filmed 
contemporary actors Bejo and Gamblin reading key 
scenes. The result is a dazzling evocation of one of 
the great lost films, and a sobering account of what 
can happen when a visionary project flies too close 
to the sun. 
For anyone interested in French cinema – or in 
the great cautionary tales of filmmaking – this 
documentary is a must.
 
Please note there are a number of strobe/flash 
lighting effects used in this film.
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YeS MeN FIX THe WorLD
Tue 2nd - 4.00pm / gATE

THE BEACHES OF AgNES
Wed 3rd - 4.00pm / gATE

The Yes Men are back, but no one saw them 
coming. After their first film, you would think they 
had blown their cover, but to the contrary, they 
have only stepped up their game. If you do not 
know them, they are Andy Bichlbaum and Mike 
Bonanno, a pair of notorious pranksters who sneak 
into corporate events disguised as captains of 
industry. Then they use their momentary authority 
to expose the biggest corporations on the planet.  

“Outrageously entertaining...This movie is glorious 
testimony to the moral power of satire.” — New York 
Magazine 
 
“This is the year’s top documentary film.” — New 
Scientist 
 
“We think it is a serious matter when people willingly 
misrepresent themselves.” — Exxon

A magnificent new film from the ‘Grandmother of 
the New wave’ Agnès Varda. 
 
Weaving photography, archive footage, scenes from 
her own films and present-day sequences, Varda takes 
us on a memorable voyage through her life, during 
which she confronts the joy of creation and the pain 
of personal loss, death and aging. It is a singular trip 
played out against the stirring backdrop of the post-
war explosion of cultural expression in France. She knew 
everyone: the French New Wave set (she was married 
to Jacques Demy), the Black Panthers in California and 
even Jim Morrison, who would visit Agnès when he was 
in Paris. Idiosyncratic, engaging and deeply moving, 
The Beaches of Agnès is a richly cinematic self-portrait, 
a reflection on art, life and the movies.

Winner best Documentary César awards 2009

France uk usa 2009 87min 

Directors: anDy bichlbaum, mike bonanno 

language: english

France 2009 107min 

Director: agnès varDa 

language: French & english with english subtitles
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SHORT FILMS

TRIBUTE TO éRIC ROHMER  1920 – 2010 
Sat 6th - 12.00pm / GATE

The deeply personal dramatic universe of Eric 
Rohmer has had an effect on cinema unlike any 
other. A key member of the New Wave, Rohmer 
stood apart from his contemporaries, like François 
Truffaut and Jean-Luc Godard, with his patented 
brand of gentle character studies set against vivid 
seasonal landscapes. His audacious and wildly 
influential series “Moral Tales” unleashed onto the 
film world a new voice, one that was at once sexy, 
philosophical, modern, daring, nonjudgmental, and 
liberating.
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This short film revolves around Walter (Godard) who 
tries to seduce a young woman named Charlotte. 
He accompanies her home and talks with her while 
she cooks and eats a steak. He decides to let her 
know how he truly feels. 

1951 12MIN BlACK & wHITE
lANGUAGE: FRENCH wITH ENGlISH SUBTITlES

In Rohmer’s second “Moral Tale,” Bertrand bides 
his time in a casually hostile and envious friendship 
with college chum Guillaume. But when ladies’ man 
Guillaume seems to be making a play for the spirited, 
independent Suzanne, Bertrand watches bitterly 
with disapproval and jealousy.

1963 52MINS BlACK & wHITE
lANGUAGE: FRENCH wITH ENGlISH SUBTITlES

In the first of Rohmer’s “Moral Tales,” a law student 
(Barbet Schroeder) with a roving eye and a large 
appetite stuffs himself full of sugar cookies and 
pastries daily in order to garner the attentions of the 
pretty brunette who works in a quaint Paris bakery.

1963 26MINS BlACK & wHITE
lANGUAGE: FRENCH wITH ENGlISH SUBTITlES

Nadja, a young student from Belgrade stays in Paris 
while preparing a thesis on Proust. She takes a walk 
through the city, relating her impressions of the different 
neighbourhoods she visits. Paris teaches you more 
about yourself than you ever learn about the city.

1963 13MINS BlACK & wHITE
lANGUAGE: FRENCH wITH ENGlISH SUBTITlES

CHARLOTTE ET SON STEAK SUzANNE’S CAREER 

THE BAKERy gIRL OF MONCEAU NAdJA à pARIS
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Is music universally accessible? On May 25th, 2009, 
Renaud Capuçon interprets, on line 6 of the Parisian 
subway, The Melody of Gluck on Guarnerius of 1737 
nicknamed The Viscount of Panette. 

proDuction : 27.12 proDuctions  

coproDuction : beaver Films  

language: French with english subtitles

On a seaside promenade, an old man reads his 
newspaper with his white dog near him, when the 
arrival of a woman perturbs his reading. A tribute to 
Jean-Paul Belmondo.

proDuction & sales : vivement lunDi !  

coproDuction : naDasy Film, les Films Du norD

language: French with english subtitles

An orderly life. A life like many others. A couple are 
in love, who are self-sufficient by custom. She comes 
home late. He begins too early. They cross each 
other. The time passes. The questions flow. What is 
left of their love?

proDuction & sales : Filmo 

language: French with english subtitles

7.57 AM-PM
SIMON LELOUCH
2009 – Fiction 11min

ALLONS-y ! ALONzO !
CAMILLE MOULIN-DUPRé   
2009 – Animation – 7’52min

L’éTRANgèRE
GUILLAUME FOIREST  
2009 – Fiction – 28min 

SHORT FILMS

NEw FRENCH SHORTS Sun 7th - 12.00pm / GATE

Thirty-five years after Bruce Lee’s death, his soul 
réincarnates in a little doll. 

proDuction & sales : vivement lunDi! 

coproDuction : naDasy Film 

language: French with english subtitles

LE pETIT dRAgON
BRUNOT COLLET
2009 – Animation – 8’15min
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Yelle plays Louise, a young lady lost in the middle 
of nowhere. At a bus stop, she meets a young man 
dressed up as a huge chick who pedals with difficulty 
on his rusty bicycle. An improbable meeting. 

proDuction : sombrero Films  

sales : premium Films 

language: French with english subtitles

Aaron knows he is out on a margin, simple, useless. 
What could he do? Break stones, eat cold raviolis, 
wait for Cécile ? And change the world with a 
revolver and two bullets ? The rebel man is sacrificed.

proDuction & sales : De Films en aiguille  

coproDuction : wallpaper proDuctions

language: French with english subtitles

Sofija and Miroslav are two immigrants who live in 
France without papers with their two sons. To avoid 
being evicted, the State proposes them a grant if 
they go back to their country of origine, the one 
from which they fled.

proDuction & sales : takami proDuctions

language: French with english subtitles

UNE pUTE ET UN pOUSSIN
CLéMENT MICHEL  
2009 – Fiction – 15min 

SACRIFIé(S)
SAMUEL DOUx 
2009 – Fiction – 26min 

L’AIdE AU RETOUR
MOHAMMED LATRèCHE 
2009 – 17’40min
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russia 1929 - 65 min black & white
Dziga vertov

MAN wITH A MOVIE CAMERA
Thur 4th - 9.00 pm / THE pAVILION / €12 / €10 CONCESSION

LIVE SOUNdTRACK By 
MARC COLLIN (NOUVELLE VAgUE)

Not merely a cinematic portrait of a day in the life 
of a city, cinema pioneer Dziga Vertov’s Man With A 
Movie Camera is an experimental manifesto of vision. 

Controversial when it was created in 1929, the film 
still pulses with the energy and innovation of Vertov’s 
genius. Man With A Movie Camera transcended 
documentary filmmaking with its sheer innovation, and 
sublimely fluid vision of man, machine, and society.

There have been numerous soundtracks over the years 
that have attempted to provide Vertov’s stunning 
images with the musical accompaniment they deserve, 
such as Michael Nyman’s minimalist take or Cinematic 
Orchestra’s recent rendition.

Marc Collin of French group Nouvelle Vague has 
composed a soundtrack exploring the link between 
soviet industrial esthetics and minimal electronic music. 
Deep soundscapes and pulsing rhythms synergise the 

evocative editing, differing film speeds and rhythmic 
graphic composition seamlessly. His soundtrack 
features on the recent DVD release of Man With A 
Movie Camera in France. 

CINE-CONCERTS 
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CINE-CONCERTS 

L’HOMME dU LARgE / MAN OF THE SEA  
Sat 6th - 8.00pm / ST. FIN BARRES CATHEdRAL / €15 / €12 CONCESSION

LIVE SCORE By CAOIMHíN Ó RAgHALLAIgH

L’Homme du large, Marcel L’Herbier’s first great film, offers 
an extraordinarily compelling portrayal of the forces of 
good and evil that motivate human behaviour.

The harsh Brittany coast provides an appropriate 
setting for this tale of filial betrayal and redemption. The 
alluringly beautiful but fearsome open sea emphasises 
the temperament of the fisherman Nolff, a simple solitary 
soul whose only wish is that his son becomes like 
him.  Meanwhile, the scenes of wild debauchery in a 
town tavern reveal the true nature of Nolff’s wayward 
son, Michel. The narrative approach is simple but 
astonishingly effective, with moments of harrowing 
dramatic intensity gradually building to a genuinely 
poignant climax.  In addition, the documentary-style 
filming of an Easter festival provides an illuminating 
record of Breton life in the early part of the Twentieth 
Century.

Supported by the Cork-Rennes Twinning

Caoimhín Ó Raghallaigh plays traditional and 
contemporary folk music on fiddle, 5-string viola and 
hardanger fiddle. As a traditional fiddler, his Kitty 
Lie Over album with uilleann piper Mick O’Brien was 
described in the Irish Times as “a niftier mood enhancer 
than any drug therapy”. 
He was commissioned by the Project Arts Centre to 
produce a solo show of film & fiddle which premiered 
in December 2009.  He has worked on audio 
installations for the Irish Museum of Modern Art and was 
commissioned by the Abbey Theatre to compose the 
music for Thomas Kilroy’s new play, Christ Deliver Us. 
CFFF is proud to premiere this specially commisioned 
score of L’Homme du Large by Caoimhín Ó Raghallaigh 
with accompaniment by cellist Kate Ellis of the Crash 
Ensemble.

France 1920 85min black & white 
Director: marcel l’herbier
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gALA EVENINg & SCREENINg AT BALLyMALOE
A celebration of cinema and cuisine in the 
presence of Myrtle Allen, Ballymaloe House, and 
André Cointreau, president Cordon Bleu.
 
2 CHOICE MENU - FRIdAy 5TH MARCH 2010 

BALLyMALOE RESTAURANT
6pm Champagne reception & dinner 
Followed by 9pm screening of Julie and Julia at the 
Grain Store.
Price: €110 

OR

THE gRAIN STORE AT BALLyMALOE
7- 8.30pm Fork Supper 
Followed by 9pm screening of Julie and Julia
Price: €50 
Early booking recommended

dress formal
All bookings at Ballymaloe 
Tel: 021 4652531 / e-mail: res@ballymaloe.ie

JULIE & JULIA usa 2009 123min

In 1949, Julia Child (Meryl Streep) is in Paris, the wife 
of a diplomat, wondering how to spend her days. She 
tries hat making, bridge, and then cooking lessons at 
Cordon Bleu. There she discovers her passion. In 2002, 
Julie Powell decides to cook her way through Julia 
Child’s book “Mastering the Art of French Cooking” 
and to blog about it. Their lives become intertwined 
as they discover that with the right combination of 
passion, fearlessness and butter, anything is possible.

Director: nora ephron
cast: meryl streep, amy aDams, stanley tucci
language: english

Myrtle Allen and Julia Child were acquaintances; 
kindred spirits and their lives shared many parallels. Julia 
regarded Myrtle Allen’s book Cooking at Ballymaloe 
House as one of her favourites. Her groundbreaking 
cookbook was devoted to traditional Irish dishes with 
simple yet elegant recipes.
Cork French Film Festival is delighted to present this 
sumptuous Gala evening of fine cuisine and cinema. We 
are honoured to welcome André Cointreau, president 
of Cordon Bleu, to share this moment with us is.

Myrtle Allen - Ballymaloe

André Cointreau, president of Cordon Bleu



PRICE €50 (AlSO INClUdES AdMISSION TO A VERY 
lONG ENGAGEMENT wITH Q&A AT GATE CINEMA) 
BOOKINGS: AllIANCE FRANçAISE 021 4310677 
PlACES STRICTlY lIMITEd – EARlY BOOKING AdVISEd.
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SCREENwRITINg MASTERCLASS WITH GUILLAUME LAURANT
Wed 3rd - 4.00pm / IMpERIAL HOTEL, dUCHESSE SUITE

Masterclass with guillaume Laurant Oscar 
nominated & Bafta award winning screenwriter of 
Amélie.
 
Guillaume Laurant  is a long term collaborator 
with Jean-Pierre Jeunet on films such as Amélie, A 
Very Long Engagement, City of the Lost Children  
and Micmacs. In this screenwriting masterclass he 
shares the secrets behind writing for a director with 
such a unique visual language. Using clips from 
their films Guillaume Laurant will demonstrate how 
certain scenes were written and directed and the 
transformation from page to screen.

Sandrine BONNAIRE and Guillaume LAURANT
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France  2008  128min 
Director: laurent cantet 
screenplay: laurent cantet , François bégauDeau 
cast: François bégauDeau, esmeralDa ouertani, 
rachel régulier 
language: French with english subtitles

EdUCATION

François and his fellow teachers prepare for 
a new year at a school in a tough Parisian 
neighbourhood. Although armed with the best 
intentions, cultures and attitudes often clash in the 
classroom, a microcosm of contemporary France. 
François insists on an atmosphere of respect and 
diligence. Neither stuffy nor severe, his extravagant 
frankness often takes the students by surprise. 
But his classroom ethics are put to the test when 
his students begin to challenge his methods. 

 
For study packs, please contact the festival office: 
Tel: 021 4310677  
Email: afcorkculture@eircom.net

THE CLASS ENTRE LES MURS
Wed 3rd - 11.00pm / 2.00pm / gATE
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EdUCATION

A Stunning Visual Portrayal of earth.
 
French photographer Yann Arthus-Bertrand is 
best known for his aerial photographs of the 
Earth. These same skills are brought to bear in 
HOME, but this time the images are moving and 
have a clear message: the Earth, the place we 
call home, is in trouble, and we are responsible. 
 
In order to reach out to as many young people as 
possible, Cork French Film Festival with the kind support 
of the Lord Mayor of Cork presents a free screening of 
Home at Cork Opera House for second level students.

The French Nouvelle Vague or New Wave that crashed 
upon an unprepared world at Cannes in May 1959 
with The 400 Blows was more like a tsunami. It brought 
to the fore filmmakers like François Truffaut, Jean-Luc 
Godard, Claude Chabrol and Alain Resnais and 
helped to transform cinema the world over forever.

Pierre Henri Deleau, founder of Directors Fortnight 
Cannes presents a conference on French New Wave 
cinema. During la Nouvelle Vague, he worked as an 
actor and assisted Jean Douchet, Marcel Hanoun, 
Jacques Doniol-Valcroze and Pierre Kast.

Introduced by Dr. Paul Hegarty – UCC

HOME LORd MAyOR’S SCREENINg
Fri 5th - 11.00am / 1.30pm / CORK OpERA HOUSE

NEw wAVE CONFERENCE 
Thur 4th - 12.00pm / UCC BOOLE ONE

eDucation packs available on Festival website 
www.corkFrenchFilmFestival.com 
France 2009 90min
Director: yann arthus – bertranD
language: english 

Lord Mayor of Cork 
Cllr. Dara Murphy

pierre-Henri deleau
Founder, director’s Fortnight 
Cannes
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IRElANd/FRANCE/BElGIUM 2009 75MIN
dIRECTOR: TOMM MOORE
CAST: BRENdAN GlEESON, MICK lAllY, EVAN, MCGUIRE, 
CHRISTEN MOONEY
lANGUAGE: ENGlISH

FRANCE 2009 52MINS
dIRECTOR: JEAN-MICHEl dJIAN
lANGUAGE: FRENCH

Free Children’s Screening 

Set in 9th century Ireland, the film opens in the fortified 
Kells Abbey, whose outer walls provide the last line of 
defence against the omnipresent danger of invasion by 
the Vikings, while also acting as a frustrating limit to the 
playground of our hero, a twelve-year-old boy named 
Brendan (Evan McGuire). His uncle, the stern, forbidding 
Abbott Cellach (Brendan Gleeson) rules the abbey with 
an iron rod but despite this, young Brendan finds a new 
source of fun and friendship with Brother Aidan (Mick 
Lally) and his motley crew of illuminators who work on the 
abbey’s greatest treasure, The Book of Kells. 

Tomm Moore’s first feature film The Secret of Kells, which he 
presented at CFFF09, has been nominated for the best 
animated feature Oscar.

Free Screening

40 years ago, De Gaulle left power on a failure, that of 
the referendum that he lost on April 27, 1969. But it was 
a few months earlier, in May 1968, that the founder of 
the Fifth Republic started to lose his footing. Thanks to 
close witnesses (his aide de camp, his press advisor), we 
rediscover a pathetic and grandiose De Gaulle, aged 
79, an exceptional man portrayed by leading figures 
of the Gaullist movement, by his biographers and by an 
expert on the Fifth Republic, Alfred Grosser. Backed up by 
rare archive footage and a rhythmical historical narration, 
this film sheds new light on one of the most mythical figures 
of the 20th century.

dE gAULLE, LA FIN d’UN REgNE 
Mon 1st - 2.00pm / ALLIANCE FRANçAISE dE CORK

THE SECRET OF KELLS  
Sat 6th - 2.00pm / ALLIANCE FRANçAISE dE CORK

EdUCATION
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We make getting there 
as enjoyable as being there.

Sail in style from 
Cork to Roscoff  
Cruise overnight aboard our 
fl agship, Pont-Aven, and enjoy the 
fastest and most luxurious ferry 
service to France. Our relaxed French 
atmosphere, award-winning service 
and top-class facilities make us the 
perfect way to travel and ensure 
the whole family is kept entertained. 
And with our lower fares for 2010 
from €69 per person, each way* 
— why travel any other way?

brittanyferries.ie  
021 427 7801

*Price based on single fare for car + 4 passengers in a 4-berth cabin. Price subject to change.
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CINÉMA
TV5MONDE, LA PLUS GRANDE

SALLE DE CINÉMA EN FRANÇAIS
DANS LE MONDE

Rendez-vous les dimanches 
à 20h et 22h45, les lundis 
à 22h50, les mardis à 17h35, 
les mercredis à 13h et les 
jeudis à 20h.

www.tv5monde.com

Cinéma, fictions, documentaires,
sport, programmes jeunesse,
art de vivre, divertissement etc.

TV5MONDE est disponible via
câble, satellite et adsl

Retrouvez « Lumière et caméra »,
notre magazine cinéma tous
les dimanches à 19h et les 
lundis à 0h35.

IR_168x232_cinema(2):Sestava 1  1.2.2010  16:08  Stránka 1
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wISH TO THANK THE FOLLOwINg:
VENUES

gRANT AIdEd By

SpONSORS
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Come and discover the world of Le Cordon Bleu

Reconnue comme une des institutions de premier plan en formation culinaire et hôtelière, 

Le Cordon Bleu est aujourd’hui présent avec 35 écoles implantées dans 15 pays.

Le Cordon Bleu, synonyme de tradition et d’excellence gastronomique, a pour 

mission de développer l’art culinaire et l’art de vivre à la française dans le monde.

* * *
Le Cordon Bleu is present with 35 schools in 15 countries, and is recognized as one of the 

worldwide leaders in culinary arts and hospitality education.

Le Cordon Bleu has a tradition of excellence in the world of gastronomy and is committed 

to furthering the appreciation of fine food and the French art of living.

PARIS LONDON MADRID OTTAWA JAPAN USA AUSTRALIA PERU KOREA LIBAN MEXICO THAILAND

cordonbleu.edu
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21st CORK
FRENCH FILM FESTIVAL

28th FEB - 7th MAR

gATE SUN 28th MON 1st TUE 2nd WED 3rd THURS 4th FRI 5th SAT 6th SUN 7th

11.00 
AM

The Class

12.00 
PM

Rohmer 
Shorts

New French 
Shorts

2.00 
PM

The Class

4.00 
PM

Clouzot’s 
Inferno

Yes Men Beaches of 
Agnès

400 Blows Breathless Jules & Jim Pierrot le 
Fou

6.30 
PM

A Very Long 
Engagement

A Prophet

7.00 
 PM

Cartagena Subway Lourdes Father of 
My Children

Masquerade I killed my 
Mother

11.30 
PM

La Horde

THE pAVILLION
9.00 
PM

Man with 
a Movie 
Camera – 
Marc Collin

CORK OpERA HOUSE
11.00 AM 
& 1.30 PM

Home

BALLyMALOE
6.00 
PM

Gala 
Evening

St. FIN BARRES CATHEdRAL
8.00 
PM

L’Homme du 
Large 
Caoimhín  
Ò 
Raghallaigh

ALLIANCE FRANçAISE dE CORK
2.00 
PM

de gaulle, 
La Fin d’un 
Règne 

The Secret 
of Kells

www.corkfrenchfilmfestival.com

FEATURES dOCUMENTARIES EdUCATION SHORTS LIVE EVENTS


